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Carving out his future
Conductor Jaap van Zweden exceeded expectations with his Asian Ring cycle - can he do the
same when he takes the helm at the New York Philharmonic? Neil Fisher visits the Dutchman
in Hong Kong and encounters a bold, pragmatic musician who seems ready for the challenge

L

eonard Bernstein was the one who pushed Jaap van
Zweden off the diving board. The Dutch violinist
had a gold-plated job in orchestral music as the
concertmaster of the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra.
Then Bernstein, on a tour with the orchestra in Berlin, asked
van Zweden to take the rehearsal in the first movement of
Mahler's Symphony No 1 so that he could 'do the hall' - check
the acoustic and the balance. The Dutchman tried to protest.
'I said, "Lenny, I've never conducted",' he recounts. 'He said,
"Yeah, I know - just do it". And to say no to him was dangerous.'
It was not exactly a 'star is born' moment. Bernstein's
comment on van Zweden's conducting debut was: 'That was
pretty disastrous.' Yet he also told him: 'I think you should
take it seriously- I see something there.' Van Zweden waited
a few years, 'but his words
started to live more in my life'.
He decided to take the plunge
and swap the violin for the
baton permanently. His father
was aghast, arguing that his
son had a great job and one
that came with a great pension at that. 'I said, "Look dad, I'm
not born for a pension". This was my moment to take a chance.'
The sym metry this September is satisfying. Van Zweden is
taking up the position of Music Director of the New York
Philharmonic, America's most venerable orchestra, the oldest of
the 'big five', and he is following in the footsteps of one
Leonard Bernstein. What's more, it is Bernstein's anniversary
year: the composer-conductor is being feted for his contributions
to music theatre, symphonic music, education and, of course,
some towering interpretations of big chunks of the repertoire.
Bernstein remains a touchstone for New Yorkers - even
though he was not universally admired during his tenure in
the 1950s and '60s. He did, however, make the Philharmonic
a central fixture of the New York cultural scene. Today the
Philharmonic appears somewhat rudderless, hampered by
a problematic hall - the refurbishment of which has just
been drastically scaled back - and an ageing subscriber base.
Classical music is not keeping up in the battle to entertain
the city's public and grab their dollars. Other US orchestras including Johnny-come-latelys such as the LA Philharmonic
and the Minnesota Orchestra - are creating more waves
nationally and internationally. By stepping into the New York
bearpit, the 57-year-old van Zweden is taking a risk, and the
orchestra is taking a risk on him. Will it pay off?
To try to find out, I've travelled thousands of miles in the
opposite direction to New York. Since 20p van Zweden has
been the Music Director of the Hong Kong Philharmonic,
a job he initially combined with being Music Director of the

Dallas Symphony Orchestra (ahead of starting in New York,
he stood down from the Texas orchestra in May). Brought into
the Hong Kong Phil to raise standards, his flagship project
has been a Ring cycle, the first to be played by a Hong Kong
or mainland Chinese orchestra, with each opera performed in
concert a year apart, all recorded by Naxos (the label is based on
the island). I was there for Das Rheingold in 2015 and returned
to see Siegfried bumped off, Valhalla burnt down and the
Rhinemaidens frolic once more in Giitterdiimmerung in January
this year. This fourth and final instalment will be released in
November, alongside a box-set of the complete cycle. The
orchestra, good in Das Rheingold, if working desperately hard,
sounded transformed in Giitterdiimmerung. 'It's made me
really proud to have been on this journey,' says van Zweden.
'The orchestra has changed
dramatically because of
this Ring. One of the most
important things they've
learnt with this music, more
than anything else, is that
you cannot just focus on your
own part. You need to know what the other players are doing.'
This was also van Zweden's first Ring, so it was a journey
that conductor and orchestra were taking together. 'I had
done Lohengrin, Parsifal, Tristan, Meistersinger, but the Ring
is so different from all the other operas of Wagner. It needs
a different technique because it's darker than the other
ones. Especially with Giitterdiimmerung, which demands an
incredible "shape" from the orchestra.' He is talking about
unanimity of ensemble but also elasticity. 'For instance
there isn't one bar in the same tempo, so you really need to
know what the singers are singing about, why they are going
forwards, why they are holding back. The flexibility of the
orchestra with this opera is needed more than in any opera
of Wagner.'
What is the message of the Ring? Does van Zweden dare
to distill it? 'There's one sentence in Giitterdiimmerung
when Hagen talks about power ... and I think that says it all.
It's about power. All the time. Who is on top of who.'
Van Zweden is thought of as a tough taskmaster in rehearsal,
even a disciplinarian. Some musicians in the Dallas Symphony
Orchestra complained of being 'brow-beaten excessively' by
their Music Director but there was no doubt that he brought
renewed vigour to the orchestra, as shown on record in
powerful recordings of Mahler's Third and Sixth symphonies.
In Hong Kong the Ring was partly a challenge to the players,
van Zweden says. 'The Ring was necessary for the orchestra.
I thought it could change the orchestra tremendously and it did.
And with the same people there! There is not one single new
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player since Das Rheingold, and that's an achievement. It's very
easy for a Music Director and an orchestra to just replace its
weaker elements, but that's not why we are here. We are here
to be a family and to make each other better and that's what
we did. And the people who were not as strong four years ago
as they are now should celebrate that. Because everybody is on
a top level and I am not afraid to say that this orchestra can be
compared to any top German or American orchestra.'
That's a bold statement, but tested against a frequently
electrifying, vividly played Giitterdiimmerung, it's not one
that's been idly uttered. The only real quirkiness of this Asian
Ring cycle has come in the multiple castings of key characters,
who have - due to administrative rather than artistic reasons
- changed from opera to opera. That said, what's been lost
in continuity has been made up for in thrilling contrasts: the
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third Brunnhilde fielded by the HK Phil, Gun-Brit Barkmin
in Giitterdi.immerung, had never sung the part before but was
fearless and exciting. Matthias Goerne's Wotan - one of the
few singers who remained on board throughout the cycle is also a collector's item, if an unusually introspective take
on the part.
I ask van Zweden about the different challenge of inspiring
his 'other' orchestra, the Dallas Symphony. He replies instead
with an anecdote about the New York Phil, one that illustrates
the dangers of looking back to a performing tradition, of
resting on one's laurels. 'In one of my first weeks with the
Philharmonic we did Mahler 1 and the orchestra were talking
to me about the tradition of the bowings of Lenny [Bernstein].
And I said to them, 'How interesting!' Because these are not
the bowings I remember from playing in the Concertgebouw
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